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- It is a Supaplex challenge! You know, it may not be unlike any other Supaplex, but Supaplex
SQUARES will require that you become faster, think more quickly and react harder than in regular

Supaplex. They will require you to stand in a corner and think - Supaplex SQUARES is a simple game,
but it is hard! - The level is in the shape of small squares on the game board. As a rule, a small

square is a good thing. However, this game doesn't contain very large and complex elements and
can be used by beginners of the Supaplex world. But at the same time we think it may be of interest
to professionals! In total we can say - it's a game of UNUSUAL SQUARE LEVELS! - Supaplex (Classic) -

Legendary classic Supaplex! - Supaplex SQUARES - Unusual square levels! - Supaplex HARD -
Complexity and speed! - Supaplex GO! - Run. Run! But do not forget to think! - Supaplex THINK! -

Think. Think! And if you need to - run! - Supaplex WOW! - For those who are not afraid of Supaplex
HARD!Supaplex (classic) Legendary classic Supaplex. Supaplex SQUARES One of the most unusual
Supaplex of all! Its levels are in the shape of small squares on the game board. The whole square is
entirely visible and the level does not imply long passing. However, each of them will require quick

thinking and fast reactions! On the whole, this game doesn't contain very large and complex
elements and can be used by beginners of the Supaplex world. But at the same time we think it may

be of interest to professionals! In total we can say - it's a game of UNUSUAL SQUARE LEVELS!
Supaplex HARD Complexity and speed! Certainly, Supaplex HARD will require greater preparations!
There are many tasks that need relatively long planning and quick responses. New ports have been
added here, that switch on gravity and invisible walls. If you have managed to accomplish Supaplex

(Classic) successfully and you are eager to continue this incredible adventure with a new level of
complexity and passion, then Supaplex HARD is what you need. What can we say about Supaplex

HARD in plain words

Tonetaker VR Features Key:
- 5 Endless Levels of gameplay

- Compete your score directly in the highscores.
- Customizable in-game coding

- Manage files in a database and share them with your friends
- Use the key to erase the records of completed stages
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